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Introduction
The supreme Lord Shree Swaminarayan manifested upon the Earth for the eternal salvation of innumerable souls.

Even from childhood, He revealed His unsurpassed prowess and explained His greatness to countless souls. Just as
eminent as the Lord was His spiritual heir, Sadguru Shree Gopalanand Swamibapa.

Manifesting in the village of Todla, Sadguru Shree Gopalanand Swami took the name Khushal Bhatt before he took
initiation as a Sant. Young Khushal Bhatt showed many miraculous and amazing feats. Even the deity Shamlaji, from
the nearby Shamlaji Temple would personify himself and come to play with Khushal Bhatt. 

During severe famines, Khushal Bhatt would produce sweet roots from the soil and give them to everyone to eat.
If a king was unjustly misusing his powers and abusing the people, Khushal Bhatt would use his prowess to teach them
a lesson. He granted salvation to ghosts and spirits and saved them from their miseries, and tamed ferocious animals
with just one slap across the head. Khushal Bhatt saved a child from a burning house by extending his arm and pulling
him out. Bitter plum trees started to yield plentiful sweet fruits due to his touch. Innumerable people were cured of
incurable illnesses by his merciful blessings. These are just some of the miraculous feats performed by Sadguru Shree
Gopalanand Swamibapa during his childhood years.

A collection of his childhood deeds have been collated and retold by the eminent writer, Shree Madhusudan Parekh
(Priyadarsi) and they are accompanied by beautiful sketches by Dhiraj Umrania, in this small booklet. Through these
stories, the eminence of Lord Shree Swaminarayan’s beloved successor can be understood. They have been written in
a simple language to enable children for the benefit of children in particular. Beautiful sketches have also been included
so that the children can visualise the contents of each story. Furthermore, this book has been translated into English by
Sants and disciples of Maninagar Shree Swaminarayan Gadi Sansthan, with the divine blessings of Acharya Shree
Purushottampriyadasji Swamishree Maharaj.

The first edition of this book has been published on the joyous occasion of Shree Swaminarayan Mandir – Kingsbury,
London Grand Opening. 

Jay Shree Swaminarayan
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Todla is a small and charming village in the region of Iddar within the Bhiloda district of western
India. A religious Brahmin called Motiram Shatpadi Thakar lived in the village. Motiram was a teacher
and like all good teachers, he was responsible for instilling good character and virtuous morals into his
students. He was also deeply devoted to God.

Motiram’s wife was Jeeviba and she, like her husband, also lived a life of faithful devotion to God.
Both Motiram and Jeeviba were happy, peaceful, and always contented. They were happy due to their
devotion and services to God.

At the time of sunrise on Samvat 1837 Maha Sud 8 (Monday 5th February 1781 CE) during the star
sign Capricorn, a beautiful baby boy manifested at the home of Motiram and Jeeviba. At that moment,
divine light filled everywhere in the village and a cooling, fragrant gentle breeze that pleased everyone
was evident. 

Happiness and joy spread across the land and the entire village of Todla became immensely joyous.
The sky filled with melodious music and brought great joy to all.

The days passed by and very soon, it was time for the naming ceremony of Motiram and Jeeviba’s
beloved son. Looking at his small, beautiful face gave happiness (Khush) to everyone, so he was named
Khushal. 

There is always greatness in a name. There is a saying: In everyone’s lives, everything goes away –
their spouse, children, places where they live, fame, etc. But, the one thing that remains is the name
that they are given; this is never erased. 

1. Manifestation
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It was traditional to give a new born child the kind of name brings joy and benefit to everyone who
utters it. For example, if a child was named ‘Narayan’, when a person said the child’s name, he would
inadvertently also be reciting the name of God.

The name ‘Khushal’, meaning ‘Joy’ conveys the same kind of blissful sentiments. Khushal Bhatt was
none other than Sadguru Shree Gopalanand Swami, the divine form of Lord Shree Swaminarayan
Himself. 

Khushal Bhatt was brought up by his loving parents and even during this time, he would sometimes
show his greatness by performing divine miracles. His parents and all those who witnessed the
miraculous deeds became amazed by him, and realised that this young child was not an ordinary mortal.
Through these divine deeds, Khushal Bhatt revealed his extraordinary prowess.
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2. Encounter with the Snake Deity
Every morning, ladies of the village would fetch fresh water from the village well. This water would

be used throughout the day for drinking, cooking and cleaning their homes.

Khushal Bhatt’s mother, Jeeviba also used to go to collect water. She balanced a clay pot on her
head and carried another in her arms, and travelled very early each morning to the well. The well was
very far from the house, and it took a considerable amount of time. The journey was always on foot, as
there was no other means of transport.

Baby Khushal Bhatt was an adorable, contented child. He would happily play in his cot. However,
his mother worried, ‘How can I leave him alone in the house whilst I go to collect water? How can I leave
him alone for such a long time?’ For Jeeviba, her son was even more precious to her than her own life.

In the early hours of the day, Khushal Bhatt’s father would have gone to the river to bathe, or have
gone to the village temple to perform the rituals. Who would look after Khushal Bhatt at that time?
Jeeviba had no option but to leave young Khushal Bhatt playing in his cot, in the courtyard outside the
house. She could never just leave him alone. She always ensured that someone was present to look
over him.

One day, Jeeviba left Khushal Bhatt soundly sleeping in his cot placed in the courtyard and went to
collect water from the well. She had asked Kuber Soni to look after young Khushal Bhatt. She knew
Kuber Soni very well, so had no worries. In a small village like this, there was always the risk that wild
animals or insects could come into the house from nearby fields or surrounding woodland. 

Kuber Soni sat next to young Khushal Bhatt’s cot. Just then, a large snake came towards the cot.
Kuber Soni did not see the snake immediately. The snake came hissing and climbed up the wooden
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frame of the cot. Facing young Khushal Bhatt, the snake continued to hiss and swayed from side to side.
It’s shadow could be seen on Khushal Bhatt’s lustrous, divine face. Suddenly Kuber Soni caught sight of
the snake in the cot. 

He saw the enormous snake with its fangs close to Khushal Bhatt’s face. Kuber Soni panicked. He
was so scared that he ran away, forgetting completely about young Khushal Bhatt. Jeeviba had
entrusted Kuber Soni to look after Khushal Bhatt, but he completely forgot this due to his fear of the
snake.

A little while later, Jeeviba returned home carrying her pots full of water. From a distance, Jeeviba
could see that Kuber Soni was not near the cot and was nowhere to be seen! She started to worry.
Jeeviba rushed into the courtyard and placed the pots onto the ground. 

She peered into the cot and saw young Khushal Bhatt, who was still sound asleep. But also, she
immediately saw the large snake with its fangs out in the cot. Jeeviba panicked and started screaming.
All the people in the locality heard the screaming and came rushing to see what had happened. 

At that moment, the snake vanished. No-one knew where it had gone. Jeeviba was still shaking as
she looked in the cot. She saw young Khushal Bhatt sucking his right toe and smiling lovingly. Everyone
was relieved.

Just then, Khushal Bhatt’s father Motiram returned home. Jeeviba explained what she had seen.
Motiram realised what had occurred, and explained, “Our beloved Khushal is a divine child. Snakes
cannot bite him. It must have been the Snake Deity (Nag-devta) who had come for Khushal’s darshan.”
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3. Thieves are Scared Away
During the monsoon season, Indra, the deity of rain, begins to reveal his might to everyone. In the

small villages, no infrastructure exists for the water to drain away. So much rain falls in a short period
of time that there are floods everywhere. 

The streets are closed off as there is so much water. Farmers eagerly await the arrival of the rains
and become very happy when they see the water irrigating their fields. They consider the rainfall to be
their most precious gift from God.

One night, torrential rain fell from the sky and the entire land was filled with water. From Bhadarva
vad 8, it just rained continuously for ten days. The Sun remained hidden behind clouds and did not
emerge at all! For thieves, such conditions provide the best camouflage for them to perform their work
without being noticed. 

It was during one of these dark nights that Motirambhai was fast asleep in his bed. Due to the cold,
he had wrapped himself up with warm blankets. Consequently, he did not hear the intruders who had
entered his house. 

All he could hear was the noise of the raindrops on the roof of his house, and the sound of thunder
and lightning resonating from the dense clouds. Thieves broke the glass in Motiram’s front room and
entered the house. No-one realised that there were any intruders due to the sound of the rainfall. The
thieves started to collect all the valuables that they could find.

However, all of a sudden, there was an extremely loud sound, which made everyone wake up. Even
the neighbours, including Khatro Soni and others, heard the noise and came to find out what had
happened. Just then, the young, adorable Khushal Bhatt released light like that of the sun from his divine
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face. The divine light filled the entire house. Due to this divine miracle, the thieves panicked and left. In
the pitch dark of night, when the skies were filled with the darkest clouds, the thieves were able to
escape without being traced. 

Who would dare to follow the thieves in such darkness? People in the vicinity saw the bright light
coming from the direction of Motiram’s home. They did not know what it was, but they experienced a
calming, soothing sensation from it, even though it was so bright.

The thieves escaped, but they were unable to take anything. Due to the sudden appearance of the
blinding lustre, the thieves had become so frightened that without thinking, they merely fled and ran
as fast as they could. 

The people realised that there had been intruders, but due to the light, they were unsuccessful in
being able to steal a single object. They knew that this was another of Khushal Bhatt’s miracles. 
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4. Young Khushal’s Affection towards Cows
Every day, Jeeviba would put young Khushal Bhatt to sleep by singing devotional songs of God as

she gently rocked him in a cradle. The sweet melody of the singing was soothing and Khushal Bhatt
would always fall asleep very quickly. Slowly, his divine eyes would close. Jeeviba kept his cot facing
East, the direction from where the Sun rises.

It was Maha Sud 5. Young Khushal Bhatt was resting his cot, but his lotus eyes were open. He was
looking outside at all the wondrous creations. His mother Jeeviba had left the room to do some
housework and father Motiram had gone to worship in the Mandir. 

Khushal Bhatt started to look around at all the objects in and around the house. His gaze fell on a
golden coloured cow that was tied near his cot. This was no ordinary cow. In reality, the deity of cows
had come for the darshan of Khushal Bhatt. Baby Khushal Bhatt’s sight fell onto the cow and remained
fixed there. 

Young children generally have an innate curiosity about everything that they see. They will inevitably
explore and play with the objects. In the same way, young Khushal saw the cow and so had to play with
it. The cow was not too far away from his cot. Khushal extended his arm and started to stroke it, and
patted the cow on its back.

The moment Khushal Bhatt’s hand touched the cow, something magical happened. A loud sound
resonated from the sky. The chariot of the Sun deity descended and the fierce heat from its lustre could
be felt by everyone. The villagers thought that the end of the world was coming, so they all rushed to
the Radhakrishna mandir and started praying to God, and pleaded to be saved. 
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At the very location of this mandir now stands a magnificent mandir dedicated to Lord Shree
Swaminarayan.

There is a Gujarati phrase that in happiness, a person remembers gold whilst in misery, he recalls
the Lord. Accordingly, at times of trouble people always tend to remember God first.

The Sun deity had come for the darshan of baby Khushal Bhatt. As soon as he had been blessed, he
returned to the sky and the intense heat gradually decreased. Everyone believed that God had listened
to their prayers and saved them from this crisis. 

People slowly returned to their daily life talking of the divine miracle that Khushal Bhatt had shown
and all that they had seen.

Whilst all this was happening, the young, charming Khushal Bhatt simply remained smiling and
playing in his cot. Jeeviba took Khushal with the other children to the mandir. After bowing down
respectfully to God, everyone returned home together. Young Khushal simply smiled the entire journey.
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5. Return of the Shaligram
Each day, Khushal Bhatt’s father, Motiram used to perform worship to God whilst seated in the

courtyard of the house. The worship was performed to a Shaligram, representative of Lord Shiv. This
sacred Shaligram had been handed down through many generations and was now entrusted to
Motiram. 

Consequently, it was a very sentimental, precious object for him and the entire family. Every
generation of Motiram’s family firmly believed that the happiness and prosperity of the family was all
due to their worship of the Shaligram.

One day, Motiram was deeply engrossed in worshipping God. All of a sudden, a monkey jumped
down from a nearby tree and grabbed the Shaligram. It quickly jumped up again onto the branches of
the tree, with the Shaligram in its arms. The Shaligram that had been used for worshipping God for
countless generations had now been lost. 

Motriram felt that his soul had left his body. His mind became despondent and confused. He
questioned, ‘What sin have I committed against God for Him to allow this to occur?’ Motiram was
heartbroken. He took an oath not to eat nor drink anything until he got the Shaligram back. Everyone
in the household became sad. It was as if the entire family were mourning.

Motriam had not consumed anything for three consecutive days. Khushal Bhatt was a teenager at
the time. He said to His father, “What was supposed to have happened has occurred. You cannot
continue to fast in this way. 

Please break your fast because otherwise, you will die. You are old now, and there is only a finite
time that you can continue without any sustenance.” 
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However, Motiram remained firm in his vow. He replied, “Son! That Shaligram was my life. It was
my life’s soul and support. It is the form of my God. I will start to eat and drink only after I get it back.
Otherwise, my life is not worth living.”

Three complete days of fasting, without food or water, had passed. During the morning of the
fourth day, Motiram bathed and started to perform his daily religious rituals. At that very moment,
Khushal said “Father! Look up at the sky.” 

Motiram was surprised to hear this, but did as his son had asked. At the very moment that his gaze
reached the sky, the Shaligram suddenly fell into his lap. It had descended from the sky, out of thin air.
Motiram was amazed and also overjoyed. He had no hope of getting the Shaligram back ever again. 

He lovingly pressed the Shaligram onto his chest, and tears of love and devotion began to flow
from his eyes. His wife, Jeeviba’s heart also became filled with delight. Both Motiram and Jeeviba looked
towards their precious son, as they realised that this was yet another of Khushal’s miracles. 

Khushal was simply smiling, as he saw his parents so happy again. Both parents rushed to Khushal
and hugged their precious son.
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6. A Feast of Jaggery
It was the day of Chaitra sud 9. The Ramnavmi festival was being celebrated at the Radhakrishna

temple. This special day is when Lord Ram manifested on the Earth. For that reason, people perform
fasting on that day. Fasting is also good for one’s health and keeps the mind pure.

The next day, a group of people from Todla went for darshan to the Achleswar Mahadev shrine,
which was a little distance away from the village. Motiram and Jeeviba went with them, leaving young
Khushal alone at home. Khushal noticed a large clay pot hanging from the ceiling in the kitchen. In those
days, people used to hang food articles so that it could not be reached by vermin. 

Khushal gathered his friends together and took them into the house. He said to them, “There is
jaggery in the pot. Let’s have a feast today!” Kuber Soni asked, “Khushal! The pot is tied several feet off
the ground. How will we be able to reach it? Even the tallest amongst us will struggle to reach the pot.”
Just then, young Khushal miraculously increased his size. He reached into the pot and took out some of
the sweet, delicious jaggery. Kuber was dazzled by this miracle. He could not believe what he had just
seen. He thought it was an illusion. Khushal knew that Kuber would not be able to keep a secret what
he had just witnessed and would tell everyone. So, Khushal placed his arms on Kuber’s shoulder and by
this, Kuber forgot the miracle that he had just seen. Together with his friends, Khushal removed all the
jaggery from the pot. They removed approximately 20 kilograms of jaggery from the pot. It was now
completely empty. They tied a cloth again over the pot and hung it back from the sling in the ceiling,
just as it was before.

Taking the jiggery, they all went into the village temple. As all the other villagers had gone on their
voyage, this temple was completely deserted. All the children of the village feasted on the jaggery that
they had removed from the pot. Khushal and his friends then started chanting the divine name of the
Lord and singing prayers. Everyone became engrossed in singing, “There is joy at the house of
Dharmadev! Victory to Shree Ghanshyam.” The children were in a joyous mood due to having feasted
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on the delicious jaggery. Furthermore, the delight of the chanting made them very excited and
enthusiastic. Everyone danced and jumped with joy. 

Khushal announced, “Today is the anniversary of Shree Ghanshyam’s manifestation!” All the
children loudly chanted again, “Victory to Shree Ghanshyam! Victory to Shree Ghanshyam!” The whole
temple was brought alive with the delight within them all.

Just then, the villagers returned from their voyage and arrived for darshan at the village temple.
All the other children left, but Khushal and Kuber Soni remained there.

Kuber became afraid of the repercussions of what had occurred during that day. To distance himself
from the occurrence, he squealed to Jeeviba, “Your son Khushal has taken all the jaggery from your
home and given it to all the village children!” Jeeviba didn’t believe Kuber as she knew that the jaggery
was secure, and tied up high from the ceiling. Kuber continued, “Go home and see for yourself if you
don’t believe me!” Jeeviba asked, “Khushal! What is Kuber accusing you of? Is any of that true? Did you
take all the jaggery from the pot and give it to all your friends?” Khushal replied, “Oh mother! Kuber
Soni is such a liar! He is always telling fibs! You know how big and high the pot at our home is. How
would I be able to reach up so high? “When we were playing games today, we had a disagreement and
Kuber started to argue. He is just trying to get his own back by telling you these untruths, so that you
will scold me.”

Jeeviba went home with her beloved son Khushal. She had already concluded that what Kuber said
could not be true, because such a high pot could not be reached by such a small child. Still, as Kuber
had planted the seed of doubt into her mind, she went to check. She took down the clay pot from the
ceiling and looked inside. It was completely filled with jaggery. Young Khushal said, “Mother! It was the
manifestation day of Lord Vasudev yesterday.” Jeeviba laughed and replied, “Child! Not Vasudev, but
Ram!” Gazing into the distance, Khushal continued, “Mother! Near Ayodhya, there is a village called
Chapaiya. The anniversary of Lord Shree Ghanshyam’s manifestation was celebrated there today!”
Jeevaba was confused and could not understand the significance of young Khushal’s words.
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7. Miraculous Yagnopavit Ceremony
The ancient Hindu scriptures state that a Brahmin boy is given the Yagnopavit - sacred thread after

the age of 5. This is a very joyous occasion for the entire family. Accordingly, Motiram decided to perform
Khushal’s auspicious Yagnopavit ceremony. 

On Vaishak Sud 11, a learned scholar from the nearby village of Mudeti, Bholanath Shukla came to
perform the ceremony. At the time of presenting the sacred thread, Shuklaji instructed Khushal to take
an oath to respect and honour the thread and adorn it. Khushal responded, “I accept this sacred thread
as a loving gift from Lord Ghanshyam.” Khushal had come onto the Earth due to the will of Lord
Ghanshyam. That is how he was aware that the supreme Lord Himself had appeared in a human form
upon the Earth in the village of Chhapaiya near Ayodhya, and was able to tell his mother Jeeviba all
about that divine manifestation.

The scriptures describe the power of reciting sacred mantras. However, reciting the sacred name
of the Lord and recalling Him is infinitely more powerful. Ultimately, a mantra is a pathway to reach Him.
Khushal knew this significance, so instead of reciting the verses, he sang narratives about the glory of
Lord Shree Ghanshyam. Acceptance of the sacred thread was a symbol of the profound love and
connection that existed between him and Lord Ghanshyam. 

Scholar Shukla was taken aback to hear Khushal’s words. Instead of repeating the verses as he had
commanded, Khushal sang the glory of Lord Ghanshyam. Scholar Shukla did not like this at all and started
to rebuke him. Khushal immediately looked into Shukla’s eyes, and immediately, he feinted and fell onto
the ground.

Many relatives and friends were present to witness the special Yagnopavit ceremony. They all were
shocked to see the scholar in this state, They could not understand what had happened. Everyone
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thought that Shukalji had died whilst performing the ceremony. Khushalbhai saw the shock in everyone
and explained, “Don’t worry in the slightest. Remain calm. Shuklaji had to come to perform this
ceremony so did not have the time to perform his midday prayers. He is performing those rituals at the
moment.” 

The people surrounding the stage listened to young Khushal’s words, but could not understand
what the little boy was saying. ‘How could this five year old boy know which prayers Shukhlaji had
completed and which were remaining?’ they wondered.

Everyone’s eyes became affixed on young Khushal and Shukalji who was still laying down on the
floor, completely lifeless. Two hours elapsed. Just then, a strange phenomenon occurred. All of a sudden,
Shuklaji regained consciousness and opened his eyes. He slowly sat up and stared at Khushal with
amazement. A little later, his speech returned as well. He confessed, “That was amazing. I have
performed these kinds of ancient rituals throughout my entire life but the bliss that this young Khushal
has given me in the past few moments is unsurpassed. 

The divine happiness that I experienced from him is unexplainable. I have never felt so happy before
during the whole of my life. I am so extremely lucky to have been given the opportunity to perform the
Yagnopavit ceremony for this mystical, divine child. I am overcome with joy. This divine child enabled
me to visualise Lord Mahadev (Shiv) in his celestial abode, Kailash. My life has been fulfilled. The bliss of
Mahadev’s darshan made me fall into an unconscious state. 

In Kailash, Lord Mahadev himself appeared before me and revealed the identity of this Khushal. He
told me that Khushal is the divine form of the Lord Himself. What kind of advice can you give during the
Yagnopavit ceremony to someone so great as him? Lord Mahadev told me to take the bilva leaf from
his head and place it on Khushal before commencing the ceremony. He told me that I would attain
beatitude through him.”
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Shuklaji awoke from his trance and narrated the story of his divine experience. He then sprinkled the
auspicious kumkum powder and bilva leaf that he had been given by Lord Mahadev on Khushal’s head.
He then stood before Khushal with both hand joined together and started to bow down before him.

Khushal grabbed Shuklaji’s hands and stopped him. “You have come here to perform the
Yagnopavit ceremony to me, and therefore you are my revered master. It is not appropriate for you to
bow down to me in this manner.” Khushal kept hold Shuklaji’s hands. All of a sudden, Shuklaji exclaimed
to Khushal, “Oh Lord Pranav – originator of all life!” Hearing these words, Khushal clarified, “Such a
great being has manifested on Chaitra sud 9 in a village near Ayodhya called Chhapaiya; that is not me.”

Everyone was sitting attentively around the stage eagerly watching the proceedings. They were
confused and astonished at what they were seeing and hearing. How could this five year old young child
know what was happening in a village near Ayodhya? How did he know that Lord Ghanshyam had
manifested there? They realised that Khushal was not an ordinary child; he is a truly divine entity, who
is not a mere mortal.

At the end of the ceremony, Shuklaji did not allow the young Khushal to touch his feet. He was a
mere worldly soul, whereas Khushal was an extraordinary divine form. Shuklaji told Khushal “I am
instructing you according to society and circumstances, but I am not worthy of this. Who am I to be
instructing you!”

All those seated around the stage experienced this divine miracle of Khushal. But soon they were
made to forget about what they had just witnessed. Only Shuklaji and Motiram were allowed to retain
a little recollection of the divine episode. 

Having completed the sacred Yagnopavit ceremony, Motiram kept Shuklaji at his home for a further
6 days as an honoured guest before permitting him to return home.
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8. Astonishing Learning Ability
During ancient times, it was the tradition that when children reached a certain age, he would leave

home and go to study at the ashram of a spiritual teacher. He would live there, and complete all his
studies. Khushal’s yagnopavit ceremony was performed during which he was given the sacred thread
to wear around his body. This ritual marked the age for the commencement of his education.

Having taken the blessings of his parents, Khushal went to the ashram of guru Shuklaji in the village
of Mudeti. At the time, it was the ritual for students of an ashram to go homes in the village and gather
ingredients for their meals. This custom was called ‘Madhukari’.

Young Khushal lived in Mudeti and performed Madhukari every day. Staying at the home of Shuklaji,
Khushal studied scriptures of the Vedas, philosophy, grammar, law, general knowledge, history and
science, etc. He stayed in Mudeti for twelve years and completed his studies. Khushal then asked for
permission from Shuklaji to leave and return home to Todla.

Jeeviba and Motiram’s beloved son had returned home after twelve years. Tears of joy filled their
eyes as soon as they saw him. Khushal too became emotional to see his parents and all the villagers
once again after such a long time. Khushal lovingly bowed down to his parents. He then completed his
daily rituals of bathing and prayers. 

After eating, he then went to the temple of Shree Radhakrishna, where the spring festival was
being celebrated. Khushal spent the next few days close with his parents and made them very happy.
This was a truly special period of time for them. 

He then took permission from his parents and went to the city of Kashi to further the education
that he had received from Shuklaji. In those days, Kashi was famous as being an elite centre for education
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and learning. Those who graduated in Kashi became renowned as great scholars. Along the banks of
the River Ganges, numerous small ashrams existed where students were taught each morning and
evening. Khushal had come to study during the years of his youth. This is the time when the mind is very
impressionable. Desires and yearnings cause confusion in a person’s mind. However, the life of young
Khushal was being traversed with ease and stability. The normal worldly influences did not afflict his
mind. He had a clear direction and aim in his life. He remained focussed to fulfil that goal. His sole aim
was to complete his studies.

On Samvat 1849 Falgun vad 11, Khushal reached Kashi and immediately wrote a letter to his parents
to tell them of his safe arrival. The letter reached Todla two months and three days later, on Samvat
1849 Vaishakh vad 14. Khushal’s father Motiram read the date written on the letter. This surprised him.
Khushal had left Todla to go to Kashi on Fagun Vad 7 and reached there on Falgun Vad 11. That means it
took just four days for him to travel such a long distance. 

How could that be true? He wondered. Even the letter took over two months to reach here!
Khushal’s uncle Dattram and mother Jeeviba were present when Motiram was reading the letter.
Dattram saw the confusion in Motiram’s mind and agreed, “It doesn’t matter how much stamina a
person has, it would still take several months for a person to reach Kashi from here. How could our
Khushalbhai travel such a long distance in just four days?” Motiram sternly replied, “Be quiet! Khushal
has the ability to travel throughout the entire world in just a few seconds.” Uncle Dattram was surprised
to hear his brother’s explanation. 

Khushalbhai sat examinations in Kashi and graduated as a scholar. He received accolades and was
commended with the honorary titles of Vedvedant Parangat and Vyakaran Keshri. Khushal did not regard
such honours with any kind of importance. However, to obtain this status, he spent approximately 20
months living at the Manikarnika Ghat on the banks of the River Ganges.
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9. Pretext of a Pilgrimage to meet with the Lord
Khushal completed his studies in Kashi. He then embarked on a pilgrimage of the sacred sites of

Northern India. On Samvat 1851, Kartik vad 2, young Khushal left for Jagnathpuri. From there, he went
to Hardwar, and other surrounding pilgrimage sites of the region.

On Samvat 1855, Jeth sud 11, Khushal reached Shree Badrinarayan. It was in this holy city that
Khushal first met Shree Nilkanthvarni (Lord Shree Swaminarayan).

The Lord had embarked on His voyage to grant His darshan to countless people. Eminent sages
bowed down to Him. People of all statures of society became attracted to Him and showed their
respects and reverence. Some people took the sand from the Lord’s lotus feet and placed it over their
own heads. Others showed their firm devotion by prostrating before Him. 

Khushal bowed his head before Shree Nilkanth Bhrahmchari and prostrated in reverence at His
lotus feet. Shree Nilkanth Bhrahmchari grabbed hold of Khushal’s arms and lifted him up. They lovingly
embraced. Tears of love gathered in the divine eyes of them both. Khushal stood before the Lord with
his head stilled bowed down. This was a sign of his respect for the Lord, and also due to his sorrow
because he was not able to remain together with Him. 

Acknowledging the thoughts running through Khushal’s mind, Shree Nilkanthvarni said, “It is My
wish to remain in this guise and continue My travels for a little longer. Soon, I will reach Mangrol and
then go to Loj in Samvat 1856. I will accept initiation from Shree Ramanand Swami during Samvat 1857.
The following year, in Samvat 1858, Shree Ramanand Swami will return to Akshardham. 

I will call for you shortly thereafter. But for the moment, you must return home to your parents.”
Hearing Shree Nilkanthvarni’s command, Khushal emotionally pleaded, “What sin have I committed to
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be separated from You for so much time?” Shree Nilkanthvarni saw the sadness in Khushal’s eyes, and
responded, “No sin! That is My wish. After accepting initiation, I will call you to Me.” “But when will that
be?” Khushal asked eagerly. 

Shree Nilkanthvarni replied, “I will come to your village, Todla on Samvat 1859, Kartik sud 11. I will
stay at the Achleswar Mahadev. When I reach there, I will send a message and call you to Me.”

Shree Nilkanthvarni was Khushal Bhatt’s beloved Lord. How could he let the Lord stay at the
Achleswar Mahadev and not reside at his own home? Khushal Bhatt pleaded, “Why not at my home?”
Shree Nilkanth Bhrahmchari explained, “Listen Khushalbhai! Tell your parents and uncle Dattram about
this pilgrimage. 

Tell them about this union with Me. Return home and tell your parents and uncle Dattram where
you went during your pilgrimage. Describe each holy place that you visited. Don’t conceal this meeting
with Me. Tell them all about our conversation. You must fulfil that task for Me.” 

Khushal Bhatt agreed, “Fulfilling Your will is my command. I will tell my parents and uncle all about
the pilgrimage.” Shree Nilkanthvarni placed His gracious hands on Khushal’s head and blessed him. 

Khushal left Badrinarayan and continued his journey to other places of pilgrimage. On Samvat 1856
Maghshar sud 2, he returned to his home village of Todla. Khushal bowed down to his mother and father,
and described everything about his journey. 

Just as Lord Shree Swaminarayan had commanded, Khushal described all the different pilgrimage
sites that he had visited. His parents and uncle were delighted by the vivid descriptions of the holy places.
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10. Gaurishankar Visualises the Kshirsagar
during a Trance

Khushalbhai’s father Motiram was a teacher and ran his own school. His school had 60 students, in
which he taught grammar, astrology, and the religious rituals. The kinds of subjects taught in schools
today were not commonly taught in those days. Together with development and change in technology
and the world, the kinds of things taught in schools also adapts. 

Today, in the age of the mobile and missile, children are taught computing in schools. In those days,
the kinds of subjects included study of the scriptures, grammar, astrology and the various different
rituals for worshipping God and performing ceremonies were given prominence in education. 

The students that were studying at Motiram’s school were not learning mathematics in the same
way as it is taught today. They were taught to record financial transactions accurately, and calculate
interest and other practical aspects that would be valuable in their lives.

Khushalbhai was now of an age when he could convey knowledge to the younger students. He was
a brilliant student anyway, and was as capable as his elderly father to teach all the subjects. So Khushal
offered to take full responsibility of teaching, so that his father would not be burdened. Khushal was
young and very enthusiastic. He completed all the schooling tasks quickly and efficiently. 

He had a great skill of explaining and teaching subjects to students of all abilities in a manner that
they could easily understand and relate to. Subjects that they had considered to be difficult and
incomprehensible became easy. In comparison, the manner in which his father Motiram taught was
much more archaic. 
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When taught by Motiram, the students took at least two years to graduate. However, Khushal was
able to teach his students the same material much more effectively, and they would become qualified
after only a few months. In this way, Khushal became renowned as a highly skilled teacher throughout
the entire region. Together with teaching the normal school subjects, Khushal would show them many
different kinds of miracles.

Raval Gaurishankar was a highly respected gentleman who lived in Todla. On one occasion, Raval
was sitting in the balcony of his home. Khushalbhal made him fall into a trance during which he went to
the Kshirsagar – the Ocean of milk described in the Hindu scriptures. When it was time to eat, his family
called out to Gaurishankar and asked him to come inside, but there was no answer. 

When they went outside to find him, they saw that he was laying down on the floor of the balcony,
completely unconscious. His parents and family became distraught and yelled, “Our Gauri is our only
son and has become ill. He is close to death. Someone come to help!” Hearing the pleas, many people
flocked to the house to find out what had happened. The family tried to awaken him by rocking him
and calling out to him, but he remained lifeless. 

Some people ran to Khushalbhai and requested him, “Something has happened to our Gauri. What
could have occurred? He was well just a few minutes ago. What could have occurred so suddenly? He
looks as if he is now on the brink of death.” Khushalbhai’s father said, “Perhaps he has been bitten by
some insect or animal that has come into the balcony. Let’s call the doctor who knows about removing
the effects of snake bites.”

Seeing all the commotion and distress amongst the villagers, Khushalbhai consoled, “Everyone
remain calm. It would be better if everyone disperse and did not crowd around him. Let me see what
has happened to him.” People moved out of the way but were eager to see what Khushalbhai would
do. Khushalbhai went to where Gaurishankar was laying and called out, “Oh Gaura! Why have you gone
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to sleep?” Saying these words, Khushalbhai held Gaurishankar’s arm and sat him upright. Gaurishankar
sat upright and immediately started crying. 

As he wept, he uttered, “My master! Why have you called me here? All the pleasures that I was
experiencing have gone now. I had gone to the Kshirsagar where I was enjoying the darshan of
Sheshnarayan – deity of serpents. Now that I have come back here, all that bliss has vanished. My
opportunity of that special darshan has been lost.” 

All the people were astonished to hear his explanation of what had occurred. Gaurishankar
continued, “Look at my handkerchief. It has become soaked in the water of the Kshirsagar. It is still wet
and dripping. Bring a bowl and collect all the special water, and distribute a little to everyone here.” The
water was collected in a bowl and everyone took a few drops of this nectar. 

For many days, Gaurishankar and all the people who had tasted the special water did not like the
taste of any other water collected in the village or in the regions surrounding Todla. Once they had
tasted delicious water from the Kshirsagar, how could they like anything else? That water was so special
that the sins of all those who tasted it were washed away. 

That is the special nature of items, may it be a grain of sugar or a drop of water, which has been
consecrated by the Lord. Others may perceive them to be ordinary, but actually, they are special and
divine, and have the miraculous ability to remove all worldly miseries.
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11. Salvation Granted to Kuber Soni
Adjacent to Khushal Bhatt’s home in the village of Todla lived Kuber Khatra Soni. An alleyway ran

along the side of Khushal Bhatt’s home, and Kuber Soni’s house was next to that. Both houses are still
in existence.

Khushal Bhatt taught in the village school. His passion in life was to educate the children and instil
good, moral behaviour and character into them. A true teacher would never be interested in merely
accumulating wealth and fame. Their aim would be to help the children progress and remove obstacles
from their lives, so that they grow up without misery or pain. 

Just as in the home, it is one’s mother and father who look after and support the children, in school,
it is true, dedicated teachers who provide the same level of care as parents to them. Khushal Bhatt was
highly educated in all the subjects and had a flair about teaching even complicated subjects in a very
simple manner. Consequently, the students were able to understand and learn them very easily.

On one occasion, Khushal Bhatt had taken the school children into the village to collect cow dung,
which was used for fuel. In those days, using dung pats was the cheapest and most efficient way to fuel
fires in homes. Gas and oil stoves were not available. Cooking was performed using wood or dung pats. 

Khushal Bhatt encouraged the children to play, and at the same time perform important domestic
chores. Khushal Bhatt bent down to pick up a cow pat. Just then, Kuber Soni threw some sand in his
direction. A stone hit Khushal Bhatt’s head. Khushal Bhatt did not like to see such reckless behaviour
and the words slipped out of his mouth, “Kuber! You will face death at the hands of demons.” 

Kuber became frightened to hear Khushal Bhatt’s words. He cried and begged for forgiveness.
Khushal Bhatt is the ocean of mercy. 
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So he immediately forgave Kuber. However, Khushal said, “I cannot take back my words so they
will come true. However, at the end of your life, I will come to take you.”

Kuber Soni used to run a fabric and clothing business. Once, he had gone to the nearby town of
Shamlaji to purchase fabric and was returning home. He often went to nearby towns and villages to sell
clothing and take orders so was well known in the region. 

As he reached a narrow stream, a gang of looters jumped him and tried to steal all the valuables
that he had. Kuber Soni recognised them and pleaded, “You know me. Still, are you really going to steal
from me?” The looters became angry when they heard Kuber retaliate in this manner. 

One of them fired a lethal arrow, which pierced Kuber’s foot. Kuber Soni quickly died. At that very
moment, Khushal Bhatt appeared before Kuber Soni according to the promise he had given, and took
him to Akshardham. 

When Khushal Bhatt was going to the location of Kuber’s looting, he came across the village elder
Pahadji. Khushal Bhatt told him that he was going to collect Kuber Soni who had just been killed. Pahadji
went to help Khushal Bhatt. 

Together, they collected Kuber’s body and performed his cremation ceremony. Even today, a large
pile of rocks can be seen at the site where Kuber Soni died. It is situated approximately 4 miles away
from Todla on the road to Shamlaji, and is situated between two large hills amongst a dense forest.
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12. Salvation Granted to Dejected Lady
In some parts of rural India, women were treated as second class citizens at the time around when

Lord Shree Swaminarayan manifested upon the Earth. Men were cruel towards them, and used their
authority to mistreat females.

On one occasion, a dire situation occurred in Khushal Bhatt’s village. A Brahmin who was already
married became associated with another women. He brought her to the matrimonial home to live with
the rest of his family. Unfortunately, the two wives were not able to live amicably. The new lady
tormented the other wife. She had to endure physical and mental torture. She was helpless, with no-
one to help her. A little time elapsed in this manner, However, as the situation worsened, she could no
longer tolerate the barbaric torture. In the end, she became desperate. She felt that the only solution
was to end her life. She jumped into a well and killed herself. Taking advantage of the nature of this
unfortunate death, demons appeared to take the soul of this Brahmin lady to hell. However, Khushal
Bhatt became aware that demons had entered the village, and forced them to leave without harming
the woman’s soul.

At first. Khushal Bhatt commanded them to return to where they had come from without the lady.
However, they did not abide by the command. So Khushalbhai threw a blade of grass on them. So much
divine light was emitted from that single blade of grass that the demons immediately fled. They were
afraid of being killed by this unexplainable lustre. The divine blade of grass scared the demons away.
However, it had so much power within it that when it landed on the branch of a tree at the centre of
the village, the entire tree fell onto the ground with an almighty crash. Such trees provide valuable
amenities for rural villages. In some ways, they are the central focus points of a village. Not only are
they homes for birds, animals and insects but also, they provide shelter for people when it is raining,
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and shade for when it is sunny. They augment the beauty of a village, and provide a place for people to
sit under, and children to play. With no other facilities in such a village, the young children use the tree
branches are climbing frames and swings. Even the village elders use the tree as a place of gathering,
holding meetings and deciding on important matters of justice and village administration. As such an
important village feature had become damaged, all the people became upset. They no longer had any
shelter from the heat of the Sun when congregating at the village square.

Khushal Bhatt acknowledged the sadness amongst the people. He commanded them to pick up
the tree trunk, branches and leaves and take them far away out of the village boundary. The villagers
followed Khushal’s instructions. Khushal Bhatt had kept one small twig from the tree aside. Grabbing
hold of the twig, he placed the soul of the dead Brahmin lady into it and then planted it in the ground.
He then sprinkled a little water over it. Due to Khushal Bhatt’s extraordinary prowess, the twig grew
into the huge tree within just 3 days. It became the same size as the original tree. The people of the
village were astonished by this miracle and became extremely happy. Once again, they had a place to
be protected from the heat of the Sun and the children had a place to play.

In this way, Khushal Bhatt saved the soul of the Brahmin woman who committed suicide from
torture by giving her a new life as a tree. A few years later, her soul took birth as a disciple of Lord Shree
Swaminarayan. In this form, she was able to perform devotion and please the Lord, and become worthy
of salvation.

Anyone who gains the mercy and blessings of the Lord becomes enabled to traverse the vast and
difficult ocean of worldly life. The Brahmin lady had performed sincere devotion, which Khushal Bhatt
acknowledged. Due to this genuine love for God, the divine Khushal Bhatt relieved the lady from her
suffering and granted her the opportunity of a new life. Through her interactions with the Faith, she
was granted salvation.
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13. Venomous Snake is Tamed
Khushal Bhatt’s maternal uncle lived in the village of Suver in Umedgadhh. Whenever he went to

visit his uncle, he would travel by road from Todla to Idar, Sapavada and then reach the village of Suver.
Sapavada is situated along the road that runs from Himatnagar to Idar. It is approximately 3 kilometres
from Idar. The name Sapavada means the land of snakes.

In general, there is a historical reason behind the name of every village or city. For example, Sultan
Ahmed Shah founded the city in 1411 A.D. and it became known as Ahmedabad. The spoken name has
become further simplified to Amdavad. The name of a city or village is sometimes given because of a
significant person who lived there. For example, the place where Sati Ranak lived was renamed
Ranakpur.

Similarly, the place where there was an abundance of snakes became known as Sap (snake) Vada
(place). It was also referred to as Nagbhumi (land of cobras). In our tradition, even snakes are regarded
with respect. 

During the month of Shravan, it is customary to offer milk to snakes during on the day of Nag-
pancham. Furthermore, snakes and cobras are the ornaments found around the neck of Lord Shiva.
Therefore, snakes are offered reverence.

Close to Nagbhumi, at the entrance to the village, there is an ancient shrine dedicated to Shiv, and
a step well. Another name of Shiv is Bhola Shambhu (naïve Lord) because he becomes pleased very
easily with those who worship him. He is also called Ashutosh, Ashu meaning quickly and tosh meaning
he who becomes satisfied.
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At the time of the churning of the oceans, the deities and the demons used Mount Meru as a
churning stick. They churned the ocean, from which poison emerged. To save the deities, Shiv drank
the poison. However, he did not swallow it and instead held it in his throat. As a result of the poison, his
throat became green. 

Consequently, he is also referred to as Nilkanth, meaning green throat. In addition to the Shiv shrine
and step well, there is also a very old sacred tree close to that place in Nagbhumi. A large snake lived on
that tree.

Once, Khushal Bhatt went to bathe in the step well. In those days, there were no taps to supply
water to homes as there are today. Instead, rich people would have wells and reservoirs built, which
would be used by villagers and travellers for bathing and to provide drinking water. 

Khushal Bhatt had finished bathing and was in the middle of performing his prayers. Just then, the
large Manidhar snake slid down from the tree and went close to Khushal Bhatt. Immediately, Khushal
Bhatt made the snake remember his previous lives. The snake was a Brahmin in its previous life. 

Due to performing inappropriate deeds, he was punished by being born again as a snake. Khushal
Bhatt said to the snake, “From now on, you must stop being violent and must not kill anyone else. Spend
the rest of your life without killing a single person.” 

Saying this, Khushal chanted a few words and showered the snake with some water with his hand.
The snake immediately disappeared into the nearby mountain. That snake was never seen there again.

The people of the village saw this miracle occurring and became astonished by what they had just
witnessed. They said, “This Khushal Bhatt has sent away the poisonous snake with his immense prowess
and freed us all from danger and worry.”
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14. Miracle Shown to the Voras of Sidhpur
One auspicious day, Khushal Bhatt joined a group of Brahmins from Todla and went on a pilgrimage

to Sidhpur. This city is considered one of the great places of pilgrimage in Northern Gujarat. When
Khushal Bhatt reached Sidhpur, another group of pilgrims had also arrived from Surat.

During the evening, Khushal Bhatt went to bathe in the river. At that time, two young Brahmin boys
from the group from Surat had become separated from the elders. The frightened young boys were
crying. Two Vora men found the children and said, “Your parents are looking for you. 

They are worried about you. Don’t cry. We will take you to your parents. Trust us and come with
us.” The children were already scared. They wanted to be united their parents again. So they went with
the Voras. They came across a mosque and so the Voras took the children inside. 

A few Voras were performing prayers inside the mosque. The Voras tried to trick the two boys into
consuming meat. However, the boys had reached the age of receiving the sacred Yagnopavit thread.
They had awareness about their duties. They knew that it was forbidden for them to eat meat, or to
consume food from sources that they were unsure of. So they refused to eat.

The parents of the lost children were worried as their children could not be found. They were
looking everywhere. Whilst searching, they came across Khushal Bhatt. Khushal Bhatt saw them crying
and asked about what had happened. 

Hearing their story pained Khushal Bhatt. With his powers of omniscience and divine vision, he was
able to see the children. He could see that they had been forcedly taken to the mosque by the Voras,
who were trying to make them eat meat and become converted to their religion. The children were
crying and resisting the cruel attempts to blemish their religious convictions. 
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How much strength could such young children have to retaliate? What they did have is the power
of their faith, with which they were able to counter the fierce might of the Voras. 

There is history about how the Vora community came to exist. Originally, they were Hindu Brahmins.
However, during the Islamic invasions, many were forced to convert, and were punished if they did not.
The converted Brahmins became Voras. 

Even though the Brahmins had converted from Hinduism, they did not give up their original family
names, and remained with names such as Bhatt, Trivedi, Adhyaru, Joshi, etc.

Khushal Bhatt went to the nearby temple of Mahedevji and spoke to the Murti. Khushal Bhatt said,
“Some Voras have taken two Brahmin boys to a nearby mosque and are trying to disgrace and convert
them. They are forcing the boys to eat meat.” 

As soon as Khushal Bhatt said these words, the Murti of Lord Shankar took the form of a Brahmin
and appeared before him. Lord Shankar had become enraged. He roared, “Let’s go to the Voras who
are trying to forcedly corrupt the children and convert those men to become Brahmins.” 

Instantly, Lord Shankar and Khushal Bhatt appeared outside the mosque. All of a sudden, the locked
door flew open. 

The startled Voras became desperate and tried to prise open the boy’s mouths and force a morsel
of meat down their throats. However, there was some force stopping them. They could not understand
what was happening. Khushal Bhatt took the children outside. The Vora men could not take a single
step forward. Khushal Bhatt united the children with their parents once again. 

Khushal Bhatt then called all the Voras outside. They were frightened about what was going to
happen to them. When they had all gathered, Khushal Bhatt placed them into a trance. In that trance,
they witnessed the plight of their forefathers, who were suffering immense torture in Yampuri. 
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When the Voras awoke from the trance, they instantly saw Khushal Bhatt in the form of Lord Vishnu,
and the Brahmin next to him as Lord Shiv. 

They bowed down to Khushal Bhatt’s lotus feet and begged for forgiveness. They pleaded, “Make
us into Brahmins so that we do not have to suffer torture from the hands of Yamraj.”

Khushal Bhatt acknowledged the sincerity of the Voras and changed their natures. 

They started to live the sacred life of Brahmins. They shaved their beards, and adorned the ritualistic
symbols of Hinduism. 

They started to recite the four Vedas: Yajurvedi, Samvedi, Rugvedi, Atharvedi, and recite the names
of Ram, Krishna, Shiv, Narayan and other deities.
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15. The Group of Wandering Sages
During the early hours of Samvat 1856, Vaishak sud 3, the auspicious day of Akhatrij, a group of 50-

60 wandering sages reached Khushal Bhatt’s village and made camp on the banks of River Bhudheli
under the shade of the large banyan trees growing besides the Bhuleswar Mahadev shrine. Amongst
them was the chief sage, his assistant organiser, and treasurer. Others had their horses with them, whilst
some travelled on the backs of camels. 

In a small tent, they set up a temple in which the idols of Ram, Laxman, Sita and Lalji were installed.
They were adorned with clothing and jewellery. Aarti was then performed. Spectacles like this always
fascinate children. As news spread, they rushed from the village and a large group of children soon
gathered. The chief sage gave out consecrated candy sugar and pleased them all.

The group of sages then went into the village. From a distance, the village chief and other leaders
could see the sages approaching and tried to hide. They knew that they would make demands that they
would have to fulfil or be harassed. 

However, they soon reached the village square, and the other villagers had no way to escape. One
villager said to the chief sage, “We cannot give anything without our village elders. You will have to wait
till they return.” The stubborn sages sat waiting the entire afternoon.

Khushal Bhatt realised that the sages had become extremely hungry as no one had offered any
food to them. He reached the front of the crowd of people and said, “Holy men! Walk along the pathway
to the mandir because the Lord always gives something to all those who come to him.” 

One of the sages agreed, “What he says is true.” Khushal Bhatt took the group of sages into the
Radhakrishna mandir. He then placed the small idol of Lord Vishnu on a large copper plate and
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performed its ritual bathing with water and sacred tulsi leaves. He distributed that consecrated water
to all the sages and villagers.

A little was also poured into a small bowl and sent out to the chief sage. The holy nectar water had
no effect on any of the villagers but in just a short time, it started to have an effect on each of the sages.
One of the sages questioned, “Jeramdas! Are you hungry?” Jeramdas replied, “Not at all. In fact my
stomach is full up. I am bloated.” All the other sages agreed, “For some reason we all are feeling the
same way.” 

Khushal Bhatt had given the sages a spoonful of the consecrated water and with merely that much,
their hunger and thirst had been supressed. They were all completely satiated, as if they had just filled
their stomachs with their favourite foods. 

The chief sage also took a spoonful of the consecrated water and immediately felt satisfied. To his
astonishment, his hunger had completely gone. He called one of the other sages and said, “Let’s go to
the Brahmin who gave this holy water.” 

The chief was convinced that the person who had given such a miraculous concoction must be a
divine being. The group of sages went to the mandir to find Khushal Bhatt, but he was no longer there.
They made enquiries and found out that he had gone home. So the chief took the group of sages to
Khushal Bhatt’s house.

Khushal Bhatt welcomed the chief and offered him a seat. The other sages then gathered besides
the chief and sat down. The chief sage said to Khushal Bhatt, “You gave holy water to all these sages
and satisfied their hunger and thirst. It was as if they had eaten a hundred delicious dishes of lavish food.
You are truly a divine entity. Through your mercy, we have all been fulfilled. Will you kindly shower us
with your religious teachings?” 
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Khushal Bhatt explained complex philosophical issues to the chief. He then gazed into the chief’s
eyes. Immediately, the chief’s inclination became fixed. He fell into a trance, in which Khushal Bhatt sent
him to Ayodhya. He was able to see all the sacred sites of the holy city. He visualised the holy site where
Lord Ram had been born. 

He also saw the Hanumangarhi mandir and bathed in the sacred water of River Saryu. All of a
sudden, the chief sage opened his eyes. His entire body was dripping with water. He was convinced that
this young man standing before him was not an ordinary mortal but in fact a divine being. 

With sincere devotion, he bowed down to Khushal Bhatt and confessed, “You are a very powerful
being. I too want to attain such prowess.” 

Khushal Bhatt replied, “You will have to take another birth and become a follower of Sage Lolangar.
Eventually, you will encounter Lord Ghanshyam, who will grant you salvation.” The chief was overcome
with joy to hear such blessings. He took permission from Khushal Bhatt and departed. 

Instead of taking from the village, which was why they had come, the chief donated two adult cows
and a horse to the Radhakrishna mandir in Todla. With his entire entourage, the sages left and travelled
to the next village. Due to Khushal Bhatt’s blessings, the chief had been given the promise of salvation.
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16. Exposure of Sadhu Ramanuj’s Deceit
From ancient times, it has been the tradition in the Indian culture that a guest who comes to our

home must not leave without being offered a meal. During the monsoon season, priests and ascetics
are unable to travel from village to village, and instead remain at one place for the duration of the four
months. During that period, the villagers would have to ensure that they were provided meals.

Once, a sadhu called Gopaldas came to Todla and stayed throughout the monsoon season. Each
day, he went to a person’s home to dine. Before leaving, he would leave behind his personal shrine that
he carried with him for worship. To everyone’s amazement, that shrine would mysteriously disappear
from the house before sunset and return to the sadhu in the mandir. Due to this daily miraculous
occurrence, much admiration and reverence for Sadhu Gopaldas developed amongst the villagers. 

One day, it was the turn of Khushal Bhatt’s father Motiram to provide a meal for Sadhu Gopaldas.
He arrived at the house with his shrine. After eating, he prepared to depart leaving behind the shrine
like he did every other day. Jeeviba thought that he had forgotten the shrine by mistake, so she called
out, “Bapji! You have left your shrine! Take it with you.” Sadhu Gopaldas replied, “My shrine will return
to me by itself before the time of the evening aarti.”

That evening however, the shrine did not mysteriously return to the mandir. It remained at Khushal
Bhatt’s house. The story was that the sadhu had performed some black magic and managed to gain
control of some spirits and ghosts. Using those ghosts to perform tasks for him, the sadhu was able to
convince gullible people that he was an eminent divine power. Sadhu Gopaldas would leave the shrine,
and later that day, a ghost would go to the home and return it to him. As the ghost was invisible, no
one could see what was happening. They attributed the miracle to be due to Sadhu Gopaldas’s
greatness. However, such false powers had no effect at Khushal Bhatt’s home. A ghost reached the
boundary wall of the house but could not enter. Evening time arrived and still, the shrine had not
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returned to the mandir. Sadhu Gopaldas commanded a ghost, “Go and retrieve the shrine!” The ghost
replied, “I cannot enter Khushal Bhatt’s house. My feet are getting stuck.” Sadhu Gopaldas commanded
the ghost again, “Go and get the shrine!” The ghost was frightened so obeyed Sadhu Gopaldas’s
command. He left to retrieve the shrine. Once again, he reached the walls of the courtyard but could
not go any further. He returned to Sadhu Gopaldas and explained once again what was happening.
Sadhu Gopaldas immediately rushed to Motiram’s home to fetch the shrine himself. He entered the
house in a rage, and tried to take back his shrine. However, the shrine had become stuck to the table.
At that point, the sadhu too became stuck to the table and floor. Everything had become fused together,
People from the surrounding houses came to see why there was so much commotion occurring in the
house.

Khushal Bhatt was teaching his students in the upstairs balcony at the time. Kuber Soni rushed to
Khushal Bhatt and said, “Khushalbhai! I know you are busy teaching these students, but come and see
what kind of a spectacle has just occurred in your house! The whole house is full of people.” Khushalbhai
responded as if he did not know what had happened. He asked, “Kuber! What are you so excited about?
What has happened? Why have all these crowds of people gathered at my home?” Kuber explained
everything.

Without any manner of wonderment, Khushalbhai replied, “The Lord has eaten a lot of food.
Furthermore, the Lord must have become sad with the sadhu. So that sadhu must be trying to appease
the Lord in any way that he can. What is there to see in that?” Kuber pleaded, “But do come down and
see for yourself. It is really worth seeing. I have never seen anything like this before in my life.” As Kuber
Soni was insisting, Khushalbhai gave a short break to all the students and went inside the house.
Immediately, Khushalbhai said to the Lord, “If you don’t want to leave then don’t. You may stay here.
But surely you can let the sadhu go!” As soon as Khushal Bhatt spoke these words, the sadhu’s hands
became free. He immediately ran back to the mandir as fast as he could. That very night, he gathered
all his belongings and left the village.
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17. Miracle Shown to the King of Idar
The region of Idar was ruled by King Gambhirsinh. He ruled for a total of 42 years, from Samvat 1791

to Samvat 1833. If the king of a region is good, the people of that kingdom live happily, and the kingdom’s
prosperity and strength increases. However, if the king is not noble and is unfair, the people become
dissatisfied and unhappy. Consequently, disputes arise amongst the population.

King Gambhirsinh was reckless and extravagant. His treasury was quickly emptied, so there was
always a shortage of funds. The King would do anything to bring in money. He would impose fines and
taxes on the people whenever he needed money. Due to such constant harassment, it was clear that
he did not have any empathy for the people but was merely greedy for more and more wealth. He would
become enraged whenever he realised that the kingdom’s money had ran out. During that rage, he
would not have mercy for anyone. 

Lots of Brahmins lived in his kingdom. Many of these lived in poverty. They used to go from house
to house each day begging for some flour to make their meal. King Gambhirsinh did not even have any
pity for such poor Brahmins. He put a tax on the flour that these Brahmins were given. He called it the
‘Vatloi tax’, meaning begging bowl tax.

The Brahmins were just about getting enough to eat. How could they manage to pay tax? The
Brahmins got together and pleaded, begged and implored King Gambhirsinh to revoke the tax. However,
he desperately needed money for his own pleasure and indulgences. So why would he forgo taking the
taxes? He refused to listen to the Brahmin’s pleas.

Khushal Bhatt was renowned in the region around Todla as a noble, kind and influential individual.
He was known to be considerate and caring. So some of the Brahmins decided to go to him and seek
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his help. The Brahmins explained their predicament. Khushal Bhatt listened carefully to their story and
knew that he had to do something to remove their miseries. He immediately went to Idar to meet King
Gambhirsinh. However, the king was not prepared to see him. So Khushal Bhatt decided that he needed
to teach the king a lesson and make him behave in a more just manner.

There is a large step well to the east of Idar. Khushal Bhatt went there with the group of Brahmins
and sat down in the shade of a large tree. They all started to perform the evening prayers and rituals
and chant the sacred name of God. As soon as the chanting commenced, the King and all his people
started to experience immense burning within them. They lost the ability to urinate and defecate, which
caused them immense pain. 

The King became extremely scared. He realised that this had occurred because he had insulted
Khushal Bhatt. The King rushed to Khushal Bhatt and bowed down at his feet and begged for
forgiveness. The King also announced that the vatloi tax was to be forgiven with immediate effect. All
of a sudden, the burning sensations within him and all his people ended. 

Having realised that Khushal Bhatt was not an ordinary person but was truly the form of God
Himself, the King became a disciple. The rainfall had not been sufficient that year, so the King requested
Khushal Bhatt to have mercy upon them. Khushal Bhatt used his extraordinary divine prowess to make
it rain, and thereby ended the drought that the villagers were facing. 

There was no end to King Gambhirsinh’s joy. However, there was one thing still troubling him. He
had authority, wealth, servants and numerous other kinds of prosperities, but he had no children. He
had no-one to appoint as his successor. He prayed, “Bless me so that I can have a son, and thereby my
lineage can continue. If I am able to father a son, I will build you a large mansion here. I will give you
wealth in the form of an entire village. And I will appoint you as the royal priest of this kingdom.”
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Khushal Bhatt had no desire for worldly riches or positions. Such wealth was insignificant as far as
he was concerned. He said to the King, “I have no need for a mansion. I have a small hut, and I intend
to leave even such a meagre dwelling. The entire world is my home. I don’t need the status of royal
priest. I have no desire for gifts or rewards from you. I am a completely free soul, who is free from such
worldly pleasures or desires.”

So that the disciple got the reward of the devotion he had developed, Khushal Bhatt said to the
King, “Bharatsinh Ramol (Chavda) of the Mansa kingdom has a daughter called Fulkuvarba. You should
marry her. You will have a son. I grant you that blessing.” King Gambirsinh became emotional and
overjoyed at the blessings he had received and fell down at Khushal Bhatt’s lotus feet. 

According to Khushal Bhatt’s directives, the King requested an audience with King Bharatsinh and
asked to marry his daughter. King Bharatsinh accepted. King Gambirsinh and Fulkuvarba were married.
Just as Khushal Bhatt had said, the royal couple were blessed with a son. They named the boy Juvansinh. 

Fulkuvarba was an ardent disciple of Lord Shree Swaminarayan. He had a vow to go for the Lord’s
darshan each day. So acceding to her wish, King Gambhirsinh had a traditional stone mandir built on
the foothills of the mountain adjacent to Idar. 

The construction was made in such a manner that Queen Fulkuvarba could have the darshan of
God every day when looking out of the palace windows. Even after marriage, Fulkuvarba remained
staunchly devoted and dedicated to God.
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18. Brahmin Children Placed into a Trance
One day, Khushalbhai placed a group of his 7 to 8 year old students into a trance. During that trance,

they went to Kailash, the divine abode of Lord Shiv. Other deities have desires for certain affluences,
but Lord Shiv does not have such yearnings. Snakes tied around his neck constitute his decoration and
he resides at cremation sites. His body is covered with ashes. The children saw Lord Shiv in this manner,
and bowed down to him.

Only those who are very fortunate, and those who have amassed the merits of numerous previous
births attain the darshan of God and His eminent Sants. Children always become fascinated by noise
and commotion. They are always eager to learn new things. 

They saw the snake wrapped around Lord Shiv’s neck and found this to be quite fascinating. Snakes
are poisonous. People immediately die from their venom. The children thought, ‘Isn’t Lord Shiv afraid
of the snake?’ Their curiosity grew. 

Eventually, they gathered the courage to ask, “Lord Shiv! Are you not afraid of the big, black cobras
wrapped around your neck? If a cobra is seen in our village, everyone comes out of their houses to see.
However, you are wearing the cobras are around your neck as if they are some kind of necklace. Don’t
they bite you?” 

Immediately, Lord Shiv became pleased. The innocence of the children made him smile. It is said
that the Lord shows more loving and forgiveness to children because they have little deceit or
cunningness within their minds. There are many stories of how God showed immense kindness to young
children, such as Dhruv, Pralad, and many others. Lord Shiv smiled gently at the children and gazed at
them all. He kindly explained, “These cobras do not bite anyone. They won’t even bite you.” 
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Saying this, he unwound one of the snakes from around his neck. The children became frightened
and started moving backwards, but Lord Shiv gave them strength and courage. With each of his four
hands, Lord Shiv removed a snake and placed them around the necks of four of the children. He then
said to them, “Wear these cobras around your neck and go back to your homes.”

The children emerged from the trance and returned home. Their parents saw the cobras around
their necks and became frightened. They tried to find weapons to stun the snakes. However,
Khushalbhai reassured them, “Don’t be scared. Don’t run away. These cobras will not bite.” The people
were surprised by Khushalbhai’s calmness. 

Khushalbhai led the children around the entire village with the cobras around their necks. They
went to the Mahadev shrine at the edge of the village and bowed down to the Lord. As they bent down,
each of the snakes slid away and vanished into thin air. They returned to Kailash and wrapped themselves
around Lord Shiv’s neck.

Due to Khushalbhai’s grace, the children were given the opportunity to see Lord Shiv. In this
manner, by the will of Lord Shree Swaminarayan, Khushal Bhatt revealed numerous miracles, even in
his childhood years.
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